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Abstract. A general method for parallelization of some dynamic programming algorithms on 
VLSI was presented in [6]. We present a genbml method for parallelization for the same etaas of 
problems on more powerful parallel computers. The method is demonstrated on three ty@xd 
dynamic programming problems: computing the optimal order of matrix multiplications, the 
optimal binary search tree and optimal triangulation of gons (see [l, 21). For these problems 
the dynamic programming approach gives algorithms ng a similar structure. They can be 
viewed as straight-line programs of size 0(n3). The general method of parallelization of such 
programs described by Valiant et al. [ 161 then leads directly to algorithmr working in log% time 
with O(n’) processors. However we adopt an alternative approach and show that a special feature 
of dynamic programming problems can be used. They can be thought as generalized parsing 
problems: find a tree of the optimal decomposition of the problem into smaller subproblems. A 
parallel nebble game on trees [10,l l] is used to decrease the number of processors and to simplify 
the structure of the algorithms. We show that the dynamic programming problems considered 
can be computed in log*n time using @/log n processors on a parallel random-access machine 
without write conflicts (CREW PRAM). The main operation is essentially matrix multiplication, 
which is easily implementable on parallel computers with a fixed interconnection network of 
processors (ultracomputers, in the sense of [15]). Hence the problems considered can also be 
computed in log% time using n6 processors on a perfect shuflle computer (PSC) or a cube- 
connected computer (CCC). An extension of the algorithm from [14] for the recognition of 
context-free languages on PSC and CCC can be used. If the parallel random access machine with 
concurrent writes (CRCW PRAM) is used, then the minimum of m numbers can be determined 
in constant ime (see [8]) and consequently the parallel time for the computation of dynamic 
programming problems can be reduced from log*n to log n. We investigate also the parallel 
computation of trees realizing the optimal cost of dynamic pro mming problems. 
The basic model of parallel computations cons 
random-access machine (P-RAM). Such a math 
instruction(x) 
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The model is called CREW P-RAM if no two process0 rs can write simultaneo 
into the same location (however, many processors 
the same location). CMW stands for concurrent-re 
icts (as well as read OoniMs), the 
We consider also two parallel computers with a 
processors: the perfect shuttle computer (WC) and the 
(CCC). We refer the reader to [3] for definitions of PSC and CCC. 
Many dynamic programmi problems am be reduoed to the computation of 
recurrences of the following type: 
0 * cost(&j)=min{cost(&k)+cost(k,j)+f(ikj):i<k<j} 
fOrOSiSj<qj-i92; 
cost(&i+l)=init(i) fori=O,...,n-1, 
where the values of f(i, S j) and init are nonnegative integers known in advance. 
The value of cost(0, n) and a tree T realizing this value are to be found. We specify 
later what we mean by such a tree T when reformulating the problem as (**). 
The recurrences (a) can be interpreted as follows: cost(& j) is the cost of the 
problem with parameters (4 j). The problem with parameters (4 j) is decomposed 
into subproblems with parameters (& k) and (k, j). The total cost is the sum of the 
costs of subproblems plus the additional cost of the ecomposition. T!Ae value 
f(& k, j) corresponds to the cost of the decomposition. 
(minimum cost to evaluate the product of n matrices). We consider the 
evtiuation of the product of n matrices 
is a matrix with Q-~ rows and r, columns. Assume that the cost of 
atrix with k rows and 1 columns by a m x with 1 rows and j 
9 I* j. The order in which the matrices are mult d together can have 
Let mti be the minimum cost of 
ji+1 =0 fori=O,...,n-1, 
m~=min{m,k+mkj+rir~ti:i<k<j} forj-ia2. 
and f(& lq j) = rjrkq. 
Eficient pamlIe computations for ~y~arn~c programmhg 2 
One can easily convert the recurrences (*) into a straight-line program P 
(see [ 16i) with operations min and + . ever, such a program consists of O(n3) 
assignment statements. The size of P is n3) and the degree is O(n). If we want 
to have a distinct variable on the left side of each statement, hen we have to 
ce variables xksi corresponding to cost( i, k) + cost( k, j) + f (i, k, j). Usi 
d ‘from [ 163 one can obtain directly a 1 
uses 0( n9) processors. However, the structure we construct 
parallel algorithms for this specific type of recurrences which 
the algorithms derived by the very general method of 1161. eover, the number 
of processors is reduced considerably. Our method also shows a close relationship 
between evaluation of expressions and the computation of dynamic programming 
problems. It is an application of a parallel pebble game introduced by the author 
in [lo]. 
Intuitively, dynamic programming problems can be thought as instances of the 
following parenthesization problem: given a string alc12 . . . a, of n objects, find a 
minimum (in a certain sense) parenthesization of the string. Then the optimal tree 
T is the tree corresponding to the optimal parenthesization and cost( i, j) is the 
minimum cost of the parenthesization pf the substring Qi+l . . . ui. We now give a 
more formal definition. 
Denote by S the set of all trees T with weighted nodes such that 
(i) the nodes of T are pairs (i, j), 0~ i < js n; 
(ii) if (i, j) is an internal node, then its sons are of the form (i, k), (k, j) for 
i < k <j, and weight( i, j) = f (i, k, j); the weights are nonnegative numbers; 
(iii) the leaves of T are (i, i + 1) for 0 6 i s n, and weight( i, i + 1) = init( i). 
Define the weight W(T) of a tree T as the sum of the weights of the nodes of 
T Let 
w(i,j)=min{W(T):TES, the root of T is (i,j)}. 
In this context, the tree T which realizes the minimal weight also realizes the 
minimum of cost( i, j). It is easy to see that w( i, j) = cost(i, j). Let S’ 
trees from S whose root is (0, n). Now the ynamic programming problem related 
to the recurrences (*) can be reformulated as follows: 
(**) find the minimum weight of a tree T E S’. 
The crucial (though auxiliary) concept in parallel computations relating to such 
trees is that of a partial tree, or a tree with a gap. This is a tree T frown the set S 
rooted at some vertex (i, j) with one of its nodes (p, q) treated as a leaf. 
words, it is a tree T with the subtree T’ rooted at ( p, q) deleted, except ( p, q). T’ 
can be treated as a gap (missing subtree), all nodes t the root of T’ are missing. 
ore formally, we say that the node (p, q) is the g 
q) we denote the set of such partial trees rooted in (is j) with the 
(kj, p, 9). 
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The (partial) weight (T) of a partial tree TE 
weights of all its nodes except he node (p, q). Let 
PwUJ, p, d = mint T): TE 
Observe that pw( i, j, $ j) = 0. 
Let T be a tree rooted at (4 j), wh e sons of (4 j) are (4 
the tree rooted at (k, j) and T’ be the ial tree rooted at (& j) with the node (4 k) 
treated as a leaf ((& k) is the gap). Then 
T’)=f(ikj)+ W(T& 
the following equality: 
(la) pw(j j, & k)=f(& j, k)+ w(S j), where (k j) is the fight son of (ij) in the 
tree realizing the minimum of cost( 4 j). 
Similarly one can derive the equality 
(lb) pw(ij,~j)=f(ij,k)+w(ik),whete(ik)istheleftsonof(ij)inthetree 
realizing the minimum of costi& j). 
Let T be a partial tree with the root (ij) and the (p, q) and let (r, s) be an 
intermediate node on the path from (4 j) to (p, q). Denote by TI the subtree of T 
rooted at (4 j) with the gap (r, s) and by T2 the subtree of T rooted at (r, s) with 
the gap (p, 4) Then 
(2’) PW( T) = PW( Tl) + PW( T2) and the following equality follows: 
(2) pw(ij9p,q)=min{pw(i,j,r,s)+pw(r,s,p,q):i~r~p and qsssj}. 
If T is a tree rooted at (ij), if T1 is a subtree of T rooted at an internal vertex 
( p9 q) f (4 j), and Tz is a partial subtree rooted at (&j) with gap (p, q), then 
(3’) (T)= W(T,)+PW(T*). 
This implies the equality: 
(3) w(5j)=min{pw(ij,p,q)+w(p,q):icp<q~j,(p,q)f(ij)}. 
auxiliary arrays w’( i j) and pw’( i, j, p, q). At the end of the 
thm we want w’= w and pw’ = pw. Initially, all entries of introduced a 
value +a, except entries w’(i, i + ) = init( i). Then, in the 
course of the algorit , some of the values will decrease. 
ce also three parallel operations activate& square1 and pebble1 which 
o the equalities, respectively, (la) and (lb), (2), (3). 
ftij, k)+w’(kj)l 
f(hj, k)+ WV, k)k 
S rel: 
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pebblel: SjSn,j-i32 
w’(& j):= min{pw’(i j,p, 9)f w’(p, 
The whole algorithm is now very short. 
ivatel; squarel; squarel; pebble1 
Theotern 1. (a) After termination of algorithm Evaluate we have w’( i, j) = w(& j) for 
(W 
0 C 
Id) 
each Osi<jsn. 
7&e recurrences (*) cun be computed in log’n time using n6/log n processors 
on a CREW P-RAM. 
nte recurrences (6) can be computed in log n time using a polynomial number 
of processors on a CRCW P-RAM. 
l%e recunences (*) can be computed in log’n time using 0( n6) processors on 
a I?SC or on a CCC. 
Before starting the proof we describe a parallel pebble game on binary trees. The 
game was first introduced by the author in [lo] for the parallel evaluation of recursive 
programs with independent calls (which programs for evaluating algebraic 
expressions are a special case) and later used in an optimal parallel algorithm for 
the dynamic evaluation of expressions (see [4]). The concept of parallel pebbling 
was also used by the author in log n time recognition of unambiguous context-free 
languages [13]. The parallel pebble game is very similar to the tree contraction 
concept of Miller and Reif [9], though these were invented independently of each 
other. Within the game, each node v of the tree has associated with it a similar 
node denoted by cond(v). At the outset of the game cond(v) = v for all v. During 
the game the pairs (v, cond(v)) can be thought of as additional edges. Another 
notion we shall require is that of “pebbling” a node. imited number 
of pebbles. A pebble placed on a e;o<e is never subsequently removed. 
of the game, only the leaves of the tree are pebbled. 
We say that a node v is “active” if and only if cond( v) # v. 
The three operations activate, square and pebble are born onents of a “move” 
within the game and are defined as follows: 
activate: 
f0 nonleaf node v 
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if u is not active and both sons are pebbled 
one of the sons arbitrarily; 
cond( t)) becomes 
for each node 1v do in rallel cond( u) := cond(cond( u)); 
pebble: 
for each node o do in Ale1 if cond(o) is pebbled pebble v. 
Now we define one (composite) move of the pebblin me to be the sequence of 
individual operations: 
(activate; square; square; pebble) 
in that order. Assume for simplicity that n is a power of 2. Then the following fact 
provides a key result. 
ct. Let T be Q binavy tree with n leaves. If initially orrly the leaves are pY. 
after logzn composite moves of the pebbling ame the root of T becomes pebbled 
The fact was proved in [ll]. We present a main idea of he proof. We define a 
modified pebbling move consisting of the sequence: 
(pebble; activate; square; square). 
It is enough to prove that after (logln+ 1) such moves the root will be pebbled. 
This is because if 2 node is pebbled after (k+ 1) of these leaves moves, then it will 
be pebbled after rk of the original moves. The first pebble operation and the last 
individual operations activate, square, square are redundant in this context. Let 
size(x) denote the number of leaves of TX, the binary (sub)tree rooted at x. By 
size(x/y) we mean (size(x) -size(y)). We number the modified moves from 0 to 
log a The following claim can be proved. 
Claim. After the k-th modified moue the following invariants hold for each node x of 
the tree: 
(II) if size(x) s 2k, then x is pebbled; 
(12) (size(xfcond(x)) 2 2k) or ( noson of cond(x) ispebbled) or (cond(x) isa leaf). 
pebble): 
In [IO] one composite move was defined as a sequence: (activate; square; 
It was proved there that O(log n) such moves are sufficient o pebble the 
root. Hence, alternative algorithms for dynamic programming problems follow by 
using the sequences of this type of composite moves. In this case, the constant 
coefficient before logzn is bigger than 2, R the case of composite moves with 
two operations quare, the coefficient is the smallest possible (it equals 1). 
nd pw’t i, j, P, d for 
w that at some stage 
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in thl: algorithm the equalities can be obtained. e essential point is to prove that 
2 n repetitions are sufficient. We do this a relationskip between the 
operations activate& square1 and pebble1 and th ions activate, square, pebble 
as defined for the parallel pebble game. 
Consider a pair (ii), OsXj < n. Consider a particular tre 
possibly many) with minimal wei 
equals w(4 j) and for each node (p, 4) of T th 
at (p, q) equals w( d, q). Moreover, the 
is a subtree of T with root (i, j) and 
as nodes of T are only concerned, the weights pw’ and w’ reach their minimal values 
in computations involving only nodes of T Therefore, in considering the final value 
of w’( i, j) we can ignore all pairs ( Jc, I) which are not the nodes of T. 
Now we play the parallel pebble game on T in the 
We consider an extended version, Evaluate& of the 
that initially all the leaves of T are pebbled. 
Algorithm Evaluate1 ; 
repeat log,n times 
begin 
activate; activate1 ; square; square 1; square; square 1; pebble; 
pebble1 
end. 
It is easy to see that the fizllowing two invariants hold after each of the operations 
activatel, squarel; pebble I: 
(i) If (p, q) is pebbled.. then w( i, j) = w’( p, q)), and 
(ii) if cond(p, q) = (r, s), then pdp, q, r, s) =pw’(p, q, r, d, 
for every two nodes (p, 4) and (r, S) of the tree T. (In other words, if the node is 
pebbled, then its weight w’ is reaching its minimal value. Similarly for pairs of nodes 
related through the function cond and partial weights pw’.) 
Initially, only the leaves of T are pewtiled, but all of them are of the form (i, i + 1) 
and their values w’( i, i + 1) = w( i, i+ 1) are correctly computed and set to init( i). 
Then the equalities (l’), (2’), (3’) and (la), (lb), (2) and (3) can be used to show 
that in the course of the algorithm Evaluate1 the invariants are preserved. 
Hence, in the moment of pebbling the node (i, j) the value of w’( i, j) is correctly 
computed. However, this node will be ultimately pebbled because of our fact a 
the parallel pebble game. Observe now that the pebble game performed on the tree 
T can be ignored and the operations activ 
introduced only to show the correctness. 
initial algorithm Evaluate. Hence, w’( i, j) is 
Evaluate. The same argum 
tree T with the root (i, j). 
theorem. c3 
is completes the proof of the 
1.3. 
fed in 
the pduct of n matrices can 
d example of the dynamic pro ming problem is the optimal triangu- 
f a polygon and a distance between 
em is to select a set of diagonals (lines between 
agonals cross each other, and the entire 
is divided into tri les. The cost is the minimum total length of the 
(in clockwise order) vo, ul,. . . , v,,. The 
mputation of the minimal triangulation 
by nodes Q, Q,, , . . . , ui. t mid be the cost of this subproblem. 
xample can be easily found to compute 
pplying Theorem 1 we obtain the 
roblem can be solved in log’n time using 0( d/log n) 
blem is the computation of 
be some keys given in an 
it corresponds to the st~~~~ of 
given grammar or not 
parse tree if one exists. 
can be thought as a generalized parsi 
the same method as that used in [ 121 for the computation of parse trees from parsin 
matrices. 
rem 2. ‘Ihe optimal tree Trealising the minimal value of e 
can be computed in log2n time using n6 processors on a 
rrence 
The theorem implies (for example) that the optimal binary search tre 
the cost of such tree, can be efficiently found using a parallel al 
applies to the other two dynamk programming problems considered in this paper. 
. In the case of context-free fangua es it was shown in [13] that i 
in advance that the pa e is unique (if 
algorithms on a CREW are possible. D 
dynamic programming probl s if we assume t
Parallel algorithms for dynamic 
investigated in [ 101 in the frame 
s presented in this pa 
problem of computi 
the elements of N 
In these problems 
path systems is P-complete. 
from terminal elements) for 
atb systems. The terminal nodes are 
les which are wei 
m a proof whose cost is minimal. 
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